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Tucker Cancels GOP, So Should You: “Republicans Have
Done Nothing to Defend YOU”

Ilana Mercer

In his June 20, 2020 J’accuse, Tucker
Carlson, for all practical purposes, cancelled
the Republican Party: “Property was looted,”
he roared, “people were beaten and killed
and Republicans joined the side doing the
looting, beating and killing. The president of
the Heritage Foundation and think tanks on
the right betrayed law enforcement and
ordinary Americans, calling them racists,
ignoring the damage done to their property
and person.”

Jack Kerwick has been anatomizing just such
failures and betrayals dished out by the
ConOink establishment for over a decade,
writing in January of 2021, of virus-related
tyranny that,

… the country bequeathed to us by the generation that, in the midst of a smallpox epidemic,
fought and defeated the most powerful empire in the world in order to be a self-governing
union of sovereign states — subjected itself to a nationwide internment.

The United State of America became the Interned States of America as the Constitution of
the Old Republic was indefinitely revoked, the economy crushed, and “the little platoons” —
as Burke referred to those buffers between the individual and the State, those forms of
community constitutive of civil society and in the absence of which human flourishing would
be impossible — were radically undermined.… And all of this occurred in a country with a
Republican President, a Republican-controlled Senate, a Supreme Court dominated by
Republican appointees, and a majority of whose state legislatures and governors are
Republican.” [Emphasis added.]

As captivated as voters on the Right may be by the promise of the primaries, they’d be wise to
remember the nature of the Republican Racket — the duopoly or uniparty swindle, for that matter.

You’ve been here before. Elections in our country are a national bipolar mood disorder that sees our
side, the Right, swing from halcyon highs under the Stupid Party to nadir lows under the Evil Party,
except that there never is long-term, real relief.

With a difference. Something huge happened in our country in the past few years. It is not hyperbole to
say the Republic has been lost. To paraphrase the great Naomi Wolf, we are at a civilizational
crossroads, still living under emergency law, the Constitution suspended. We’ve adjusted to tyranny and
no one is the wiser.

Certainly not any Republican.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6165869898001#sp=show-clips
https://barelyablog.com/rip-gop-tucker-has-officially-canceled-the-republican-party/
https://barelyablog.com/rip-gop-tucker-has-officially-canceled-the-republican-party/
https://www.beliefnet.com/columnists/attheintersectionoffaithandculture/2021/01/post-2020-the-time-for-nevergop.html
https://dailyclout.io/dr-naomi-wolf-shares-shocking-new-pfizer-discoveries/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/ilana-mercer/?utm_source=_pdf
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Some of us have long held that the Republic of blessed memory was lost ages ago. Others still hold out
hope for a small “r” republican revival. Even the most Panglossian among us must acknowledge that a
tipping point was reached during Covid.

The Democrats have always set the terms of debate; Democrats stand tall for their core principles, as
atrocious as these manifestly are.

Consider: How does the illiberal Left deal with Republicans? They leverage against their political
opponents the full force of the managerial, permanent state, which they’ve captured. They galvanize the
DOJ (Department of Justice), the Security and the Surveillance State to destroy as many conservatives
as possible. Rivulets of words such as “treason” and “white supremacist” soon run through the
Democrat-dominated media and through other intellectual means of production captured. Subpoenas
are issued. Congressional hearings are hastily begun; impeachment proceedings set in motion. The
criminal arm of the Democrat Party is marshaled in quick succession. These vampiric operatives —
BLM, Antifa, demented distaff — are soon staking out, stalking and canceling conservatives making life
intolerable. Simultaneously, and in addition to utterly demonizing their opposition, Democrats typically
plug away at making the country ungovernable, lawless, diverse to the point of distrust.

Against the potency of the Democrats, Republicans offer only impotence. The GOP strives to fit in. The
typical ConOinksters — the con artists formerly known as neoconservatives, as Establishment
Republicans, as ConInc, or the “Big Con” — their existence consists in pacifying the Left and deceiving
the Right.

Blunt is better: Republicans live like you would in a gay bathhouse — on their knees. At every turn, they
apologize and expiate for their principles. Their feeble reaction to Democrat depredations, in general,
has the effect of normalizing decadence, degeneracy, lawlessness, and breakdown of all standards —
the systemic institutional rot that is convulsing the country. Republican reaction to a steady stream of
brazen invaders breaking the Southern border, in particular, is to whine ever-so occasionally and oh-so
softly.

By Republican telling, it is the Democrats who made immigration enforcement impossible. Not so!
George Bush would still wrestle a crocodile for an illegal immigrant. Collaboration between the parties
over the years codified into law that no invader could be turned back. By mutual agreement between
the parties, no sooner do these criminal aliens cross into the Unites State and plonk themselves on our
side of the Rio Grande — than they must be “processed” and released, never booted. The Wall was
always meant as a cheap election ploy to excite the febrile imagination of the voter. That, Donald Trump
understood. So, instead, the former president did an ingenious workaround: Trump “erected a
bureaucratic wall that expelled unauthorized immigrants on the southern border,” forcing them to
bunk-down in Mexico.

Back to Covid: Is there one GOPer running in the primaries who has promised and comprehends how to
ensure that no centrally or locally directed lockdown will ever occur again? Any conservative
campaigning on a serious examination of lockdown crimes against the citizens and travel restrictions on
the unvaxed? Has even one of the Republican candidates traipsing through Fox News’ green room
addressed the creation of an unvaccinated underclass (villains all) and a vaccinated upper class
(virtuous)? Who among those clawing their way to D.C. has even mentioned the fact that we the
unvaxed are still being denied access — based not on active aggression we’re committing, but rooted in
our peaceful rejection of the corporate, State-mediated aggression against us: We won’t take the
Hemlock.

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Pangloss
https://amgreatness.com/2021/12/02/why-i-cant-support-trump-the-gop-or-conservatism-inc-anymore/
https://www.ilanamercer.com/2021/02/systemic-institutional-rot-big-freeze-texas-fires-cali/
https://barelyablog.com/trump-erected-bureaucratic-wall-that-expels-every-unauthorised-immigrant-on-the-southern-border/
https://barelyablog.com/trump-erected-bureaucratic-wall-that-expels-every-unauthorised-immigrant-on-the-southern-border/
https://www.ilanamercer.com/2022/04/tarded-medical-idiocrat-wont-treat-unscannables-like/
https://www.ilanamercer.com/2022/04/tarded-medical-idiocrat-wont-treat-unscannables-like/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/ilana-mercer/?utm_source=_pdf
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Is a single Republican proposing to ensure that never again will the medical idiocracy — bona fides
established during the pandemic — come between a dying patient and his family?

Remember how Republicans, during Covid, would prattle about religious exemptions (state granted!)
and natural-immunity based exemptions (state granted!) — but had not the faintest urge to defend the
natural, God-given right of self-ownership? I do. You should, too! Almost to a man did most of the
Republicans we endured on TV during Covid prance onto the set, boasting self-righteously: “I’ve had
the vaccine, I’m for science, but I support the rights of my rube-hick constituents to reject it.”

Is anyone running to permanently restore due process of law lost by so many Americans, especially the
January 6 dissidents? Show me the Republican who is able to articulate that, no, we don’t need new
laws. No other country has as many laws as the United States Code. (Attempts to count the number of
laws scattered over upwards of 23,000 pages have failed.) How about electing people who understand
how to uphold rights already instantiated in the founding documents, and forcefully enforce the laws
that ensure ordered liberty?

In this context, has Representative Chris Stewart (R-Utah) heard about the Fourth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution? Tucker Carlson invited this prototype Republican to talk up legislation to outlaw the
Surveillance State (National Security Agency spying on us), all TV theater and farce. The Fourth
Amendment already does that.

Lastly, what, if anything, have Republicans done to stop policy and society from taking on an anti-white
hue? They rabbit on about Critical Race Theory (CRT), framing it as Marxism, when it is, as I’ve pointed
out for years, unadulterated anti-white agitprop.

For Republicans, moreover, it seems impossible to mention white suffering without dragging in the
“black experience.” Republicans just can’t seem to protect or stick up for besieged whites and are
forever searching their brains for ways to show off how black-focused they are. Channeled by
conservative TV windbags, CRT is said to be bad not because it’s pure and simple anti-white racism
tinged by ethnocide — not Marxism — but because it demeans the nobility and abilities of blacks.
Likewise, black violent crime conservative bobbleheads lament because it hurts blacks the most, rather
than because it rips through 87 percent of the rest of society.

The provenance of the current Covid and anti-speech corporate tyranny — with businesses free to
screen out and reject employees based purely and solely on their Covid vaccine status or on the
thoughts they express — is the Republican Party.

On HARD TRUTH, David Vance and I speak to Jack Kerwick about the irreparably hopeless Republican
Racket. RIP, GOP.

WATCH: “Tucker Cancels GOP, So Should You: ‘Republicans Have Done Nothing To Defend YOU.’”

SUBSCRIBE.

Also on Odysee and BitChute if those platforms float your boat.

***

Ilana Mercer has been writing a weekly, paleolibertarian think piece since 1999. She’s the author of
Into the Cannibal’s Pot: Lessons for America From Post-Apartheid South Africa (2011) & The Trump
Revolution: The Donald’s Creative Destruction Deconstructed (June, 2016). She’s on Twitter, Gab, Gettr
YouTube & LinkedIn; banned by Facebook, and has a new video-podcast.

https://www.ilanamercer.com/2022/01/deplorables-cancel-january-6-psyop/
https://blogs.loc.gov/law/2013/03/frequent-reference-question-how-many-federal-laws-are-there/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSCMuqvQ7Mc
https://www.ilanamercer.com/2021/06/conversation-distinguish-critical-race-theory-marxism-life-depends/
https://www.ilanamercer.com/2021/11/republicans-main-focus-showing-off-black-focused/
https://www.ilanamercer.com/2021/11/republicans-main-focus-showing-off-black-focused/
https://www.ilanamercer.com/2019/09/conservatives-ignore-white-hating-politics/
https://twitter.com/realcandaceo/status/1259214397458833409
https://rumble.com/c/HardTruthPodcast
https://rumble.com/v15a75f-tucker-cancels-gop-so-should-you-republicans-have-done-nothing-to-defend-yo.html
https://rumble.com/c/HardTruthPodcast
https://odysee.com/@Hard_Truth:0
https://www.bitchute.com/video/43AJoPxa1tg/
http://www.ilanamercer.com/biographical/
http://www.ilanamercer.com/weekly-column/
http://amzn.to/2d2mhu1
http://amzn.to/2d2mhu1
http://amzn.to/2aUHdBF
http://amzn.to/2aUHdBF
http://amzn.to/2aUHdBF
https://gab.ai/ILANAMERCER
https://gettr.com/user/ilanamercer
https://www.youtube.com/c/ILANAMERCERAuthor/featured
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ilana-mercer-378a671b0/
https://www.facebook.com/PaleolibertarianAuthorILANAMercer/
https://rumble.com/c/HardTruthPodcast
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